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COMEDY – HORROR – MOVIE REVIEWS – WINE
A PODCAST HOSTED BY COURTNEY AND STEFANIE

TWO LONGTIME BEST FRIENDS WITH VERY DIFFERENT VIEWS ON SCARY MOVIES!

ABOUT THEY’RE TERRIFIED & TIPSY

Each week, the hosts of this unique and genuinely fun show review a new scary movie over a bottle
of wine. Things tend to go a little off the rails (in a good way!) as the hosts hilariously break down the
movie. The unscripted nature of each episode leads to some very entertaining episodes!
NEW EPISODES RELEASED EVERY WEDNESDAY!
LISTEN NOW

MEET THE THEY’RE TERRIFIED & TIPSY TEAM
THE HOSTS
Stefanie is a New York transplant to Florida. She met Courtney in the interior design field and
quickly became friends. Unlike Courtney, Stefanie hates scary movies. However, after some
convincing—and lots and lots of wine—she reluctantly decided to help create the podcast. After
recording the first episode, she decided that it was too much fun and scary movies would forever
be a necessary evil!
Courtney was born and raised in Florida where she pursues her creative outlet in interior design
for a major home builder. Creativity in all forms has always been a factor in her life. This, along with
her love for scary movies and especially wine, brought her to help create the They're Terrified &
Tipsy podcast. In fact, when she found out how much Stefanie hated scary movies, it motivated her
even more!

THE EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Dustin is originally from Indiana but eventually found his way to Florida. With a business and
marketing degree, and his insatiable need to create, Dustin found himself right at home helping
Stefanie and Courtney develop the They’re Terrified & Tipsy podcast. Between audio and video
editing, sound engineering, web development, promoting, and publishing—basically everything in
podcasting but hosting—Dustin believes he has finally found his calling!

Stefanie

Courtney
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NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In a relatively brief amount of time, They’re Terrified & Tipsy has been able to earn a handful of
meaningful accomplishments.
•
•
•

Nominated for Best Female Hosted Podcast and People’s Choice Award, 2021, Podcast Awards
Nominated for Best Cinema Podcast, 2020, Twipods
Placed 2nd out of 32 Podcasts for “Up and Coming” Podcasts, two weeks after our premier

REVIEWS

We love reading the reviews written by our listeners. Below is a sample of the more than 80
five-star reviews we’ve received!
•

“I feel like I’m hanging out on the couch with my best friends, laughing and talking about
horror movies. I definitely needed this podcast. I am hooked already!!”

•

“I really enjoy the dynamic connection and conversations between the hosts, they know their
stuff also when you add Wine in the mix it gets really interesting. Definitely a good listen.”

•

“One of the things that caught me off-guard was inserting audio from the movie clips in the
podcast. It was just a hint of extra professionalism that I did not expect for a smaller podcast,
but it enhances the experience.”
Apple Podcast Reviews

AFFILILATIONS

Spreaker Prime Show since Nov. 2020

TOP EPISODES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Ring, ep. 1
The Lighthouse, ep. 4
Carrie (1976), ep. 24
In the Tall Grass, ep. 3
1922, ep. 2
Dawn of the Dead, ep. 10
The Exorcist (1973), ep. 22
Poltergeist (2015), ep. 7
The Witch, ep. 6
Hereditary, ep. 15
The Shining, ep. 18
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THEY’RE TERRIFIED & TIPSY BY THE NUMBERS
Podcasting since July 2020

20K+

Total Episodes Downloaded Since July 2020

50+

Number of Podcast Platforms

900+

Average 30-day Download Count

140+

Number of Downloadable Episodes

8000+

Combined Social Media Followers

700+

Listeners of the Show

THEY’RE TERRIFIED & TIPSY IS POPULAR IN 18+ COUNTRIES

LISTEN NOW

SOCIAL MEDIA
Twitter
Instagram
Facebook
YouTube
TikTok

CONTACT

Dustin Daugherty, Executive Producer
contact@tipsypod.com
www.tipsypod.com
1775 US Highway 1 South #1047
St. Augustine, FL 32084
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All Links
Spreaker
TipsyPod Website
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